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Administrative Office

 Administrative office buildings are spaces constructed for 

government to implement management on social public 

affairs.

 Administrative office buildings include:

Government Buildings 

 Auditoriums

 Logistic Services 

 Relevant public plaza



 Acceleration Of Urbanization led to development and improvement of 

administrative office buildings  greatly in terms of:  Space  Shape  Structure …etc.

 So the administrative office buildings are converted from traditional to modern 
buildings.



Functional spaces 

 Functional spaces of administrative office building are 

combined as following:

 1. Office Space:

Office space is the most important space in administrative 

building and has a great impact on service efficiency and 

convenience. 

 Types of office spaces regarding their combination :

 A) Closed style

 B) Open type

C) Suite



Functional spaces 

 A) Closed style refers to the office space that is divided into a 

series of small, closed , relatively independent offices which 

connect with the public gallery by their doors.

 Advantages of such arrangement 

 it can reduce mutual interference between offices

 Facilitate security work.

 Disadvantages: 

 It can weaken the links between each other

Which is not useful to handle process transaction and unified 

supervision and management 



Functional spaces 

 B) Open type is used commonly in modern office buildings 

space

Office staffs work in a large office and each staff has his own 

space that is separated by light weight partition.

 Advantages: open type spatial pattern provide a platform for :

Mutual supervision  & Mutual exchange :

 1. beneficial to management

 2. improve work efficiency

 disadvantages:

 It increase the interference between the workers.



Functional spaces 

C) Office suite : it includes:

 1. General office 

 2. Secretarial room 

 3. reception room

 4. bed room 

 5. bathroom.

 It s suitable for higher level executive alone.

 Suite has dependent traffic flow line that is designed in 

accordance with the executives' business and the people he 

contacted.



Functional spaces 

2. Meeting space

 It is an important part in admenstrative building .

 It can be divided into different levels  such as large , medium, 

and small according actual needs .

 Small meeting room ,

 It is relative simple in function 

 flexible in layout 

Generally no subject to structural constraints.



Functional spaces 

Large and medium meeting rooms ( multifunctional 

hall) : 

 can function much more than small one

Meeting ,presentation, hearings and artistic performance can 

be held

 Better fire control services and evacuation exit are in need to 

the  Multi-functional equipment.

Generally they are arranged in the ground level near the wall 

and independently outside the building with their own flow 

lines and entrances.



Functional spaces 

3. Space opens to the outside

 This space functions as a transition to the building and the open 

public

 Usually includes: 

 1.entrance hall(atrium)

 2.Reception Room(hall)

 3.Service hall

 4. plaza,etc.



Functional spaces 

 4. Auxiliary space: It is integral part for administrative buildings

 It can be divided into two categories:

 A) Equipment Room: It includes air conditioning, water supply 
and drainage, electric room, fire protection, etc.

 Equipment Room should be designed in accordance to the 

 level of the administrative building 

 Regulations and usage requirements

 To ensure the comfort and cleanness of other spaces

 Keep the management and updating in an convenient situation.

 B) Logistics Facilities, it includes Cafeteria , parking spaces  for 
the staffs and the visitors, etc.



Layout of administrative office building

 Successful layout :

 Allocate various functions properly

 Take in account Internal and external environment design 

 Take in account traffic organization

 Thus to enable the government agencies work efficiently and keep their relation 
with the city close.

Combination of architectural plane:

 It can be divided into there types according to different arrangement forms of 
various functional blocks

 1. Integrated Layout

 2. distributed Layout

 3. Comprehensive layout
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